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A BS'rRA:C,T'
A general method is presented for evaluating, in a model-
independent way, the soft virtual photon radiative corrections to an
arbitrary hadronic process. It is shown that all the results concern-
ing infrared divergence s obtained within the theory of quantum electro-
dynamic s of the electron-photon system are, in fact, exact in strong
interactions. The problem of radiative corrections to low-energy
theorems is the primary concern of this investigation. The threshold
contributions of intermediate soft photon states are non-analytic in the
photon-frequency (w). While the procedure is general enough to
permit, in principle, the calculation of the leading terms (as W -+0) of
these radiative corrections to all orders iri e, in this pap�r only the
leading e2 radiative corrections are computed explicitly: they are of
the order In w for the bremsstrahlung (as first noted by Soloviev) ; of
the order w lnw for pion-photo-production. Accordingly, in the pres-
ence of radiative corrections, there are no longer any low-energy
o
theorems for the O( w ) bremsstrahlung and O( w) pion-photo-
production amplitudes. The e4 Compton amplitude O(w 2 lnw) is
computed and shown to be independent of the target s pi.n, A review of
the usual low energy theorems, which have been proven to the lowest
order in e, also will be presented.
iii
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In our study of the elementary particles one of the most
important orientations is provided by the classification of their










The dimensionless number on the right harid side characterizes the
strength of the se force s , This division allows us to untangle complicated
phenomena as the manifestations of each' of these four types of inter-
actions.
It is, however, important to keep in mind that although we
divide the interactions into distinctive classes, in reality they are
mixed together in a "non-linear" way--there is no physical process
belonging purely to one type. In fact, to de scribe anyone reaction,
exactly we will, in principle, have to take all the force s into account.
Such an exact description is clearly impractical, and influences due to
the forces of weak strength can be neglected. Accordingly, gravitational
2
effects are almost never included in our discussions of the strong,
electromagnetic, Or weak interactions of the elementary particles.
On the other hand, the influences of strong interactions in a primarily
non- strong reaction are, in g e ne ra I, not negligible. Cons ider the case
of Compton scattering by a proton target. Even though this is primarily
an electromagnetic effect <i.: � this reaction will not take place in an
ideal world where electromagnetic interactions are "turned off"), yet
no quantitative description ( in this case not even a meaningful approxi­
mation) is possible without taking into ace ount strong interactions.
Also, the electromagnetic properties of a simple electron are in­
fluenced by strong interactions in so far as hadrons can also occur as
virtual intermediate states. Accordingly these non-linear influences
complicate considerably our description of the elementary particles.
In the absence of a comprehensive strong interaction theory
we will have to rely heavily on general symmetry principles and
simple phenomenology. In this way we can deduce a number of
structure- independent statements about physical proces s e s , that is,
statements that are true independent of the dynamic details.
In this thesis we will discuss a number of low energy theorems
for proces ses involving photons. Thye are structure- independent
statements that relate the scattering amplitude in the low frequency
(w ) limit to the corresponding amplitude without the photon. These
3
theorems are derived by requiring that the principle of relativity
(Lorentz invariance) be satisfied, that photons have zero rest mass,
and that the amplitudes have some simple analyticity properties in
the region of w = o.
It is well known that low energy theorems, valid to lowest
order in the electromagnetic coupling but to all orders in the strong
interactions, have been proved for Compton scattering, bremsstrahlung
and pion photoproduction. The purpose of this the sis is to examine
the validity of these theorems in the presence of higher order radiative
corrections. In the low frequency limit, the leading terms in the
radiative corrections are shown to be structure independent, i .. e. there
also exist low energy theorems for radiative corrections themselves,
valid to all orders in the strong interactions.
In the next chapter we will pre sent a review of the usual deri­
vations of the low energy theorems �hich are valid only to the lowest
order in e. In Chapter III radiative corrections to these theorems
will then be calculated.
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CHAPTER II
LOWEST ORDER IN e LOW ENERGY THEOREMS
1. Single �Photon Case s
Consider the processes a
- f3 + '( where a and f3 are
arbitrary hadron state sand '( is a photon of four momentum
-
\,= (k·; iw) and polarization eA. The S-matrix for the process
is
_ _J_ __1 *
< f3'( la > = -i(2iT) 40 (P �P -k) (2w) 2 (211') 2 NNe Mout in a f3 Q' f3 A A
( 2. 1)
\.
where Pa, P f3' Na and N f3 are respectively the total four momenta
1
and normalization factors of the particles in the a and f3 states.
The amplitude Mx.' which is a vector in the polarization space, is
related to the matrix element of the electromagnetic current operator




then implie s that
( 2. 4)
a
Clearly this is just the requirement of gauge invariance.
We are interested in the behavior of .the amplitude in the
limit k. -0. To derive the low energy theorems we separate the
amplitude into two parts;
( 2. 5)
where SA. is the part of the amplitude that is singular at k = 0;
RA. is the remainder and is analytic at k = O. Furthermore, the
separation is made in a gauge invariant way, 2:..�. SA and RA are
3
both gauge invariant amplitudes:
( 2. 6)
( 2. 7)






k �o J exists (by construction) we can conclude
that Rx. must be of the order k, Consequently,
Thus the exi stenc e of low energy theorems rests on the possibility of
cornputingi the: g auge.. i.nva'r-iaritva inguIacs arnpl�tud.e' S i:h:a'-:str.uc-ture-
1\
independent way. SA. is in general very complicated, since the
amplitude has poles and bra�ch points at k = O. In this chapter we
will first demonstrate (as is well known) that the pole terms can be
calculated exactly from the on- shell amplitude < f3 J Q' >. ; inout In
the next chapter it will be shown, as our main re s ul.t , that the thre s-
hold contributions of the cuts can also be computed in a structure-
independent way from < f3 I a >. . The pole terms corre spondout In
to the contributions of the virtual single -particle state and the thres =
hold factor s of the cuts are the contributions of the single -particle-
plus - soft (zero frequency) photons intermediate state so In the usual
derivations of low energy theorems these soft photon cuts are always
ignored, hence restricting the validity of the results to the lowest
order in eo In this chapter we will present a review of these usual
derivations U:.,,� we will calculate only the poles on SA); in the
next chapter computation of the radiative corrections to the low
energy theorems will be discussed in. detail,
a. Pole Terms
The renormalized amplitude MA for the process may be
represented by a set of irreducible diagrams with renormalized
propagator and renormalized vertices. We can divide the diagrams
into two categories according to where the photon line is attached:
(1) the photon is attached to an internal line (internal insertion
diagrams), (2) the photon line is attached to an external line
(external insertion diagrams). In the limit of k -+ 0 only the dia­
grams in category (2) contain k
-1
factor s •. To see that this is the
case, consider the external insertion diagram depicted in Fig. 1:
Fig. 1. Single photon
external insertion
diagram.
Let p be the momentum of the particle in � on to which the photon
is attached. Fig. 1 represents a contribution to the amplitude of:
). ( p ., pI) D( pI) T(�' .J a) ( 2. 10)
with pi = P + k, rA (p, pi) is the renormalized electromagnetic
ve rtex function. The variable s denote the momenta of final and
8
initial lines. The initial leg is off its mass-shell (by 2pk). D(pl)
is the reno rmal iz ed propagator for the intermediate state of momentum
pl. T( 13'" a) is the amplitude for a - 13 with one of the final 13 particles
off mass-shell (by 2pk). In the limit of k + O, the intermediate single
par ti.c Ie approache s a free particle" thus D( pI) - DO ( P t)" with
o r; .z ]
-1 ,ID (p I) .IV L( p + k): :+ mZ = (2pk J j showing that there is indeed a
-1
k singularity. Furthermore, (and this is crucial for the structure-
independent calculation) we can set the matricesTand rA. on their
mass-shell values (denoted by TO and r:) since they are residues
of the pole. In other words, off-shell contributions are non-singular.
The singular part of Eq. (2. 10) is then
000
r
A. (p � pI) D (p t) T (13
1 Jj a) ( 2. 11)
We can summarize the foregoing discussion by giving a set of
rules for computing SA. when cuts are ignored. The general procedure
is as follows: in the external insertion diagrams" for each internal
line ,which is an exte rna.l Hne before insertion,write a free propagator
4
with a pole at the physical mass, place all the amplitudes (or vertices)
in the numerator on their mas s shell. This is then the entire singular
part of the amplitude at k = O. If the pole term is not already gauge
invariant, an analytic term is added ( so "nd: extra singular part is
9
5
introduced in this process) to make a gauge invariant: SA. •
We shall illustrate the use of this general rule by working
out a number of simple example s ,
b. Bremsstrahlung
For Q! -f3 + '{ , with Q! - f3 being some physically allowed
transition, we have a bremsstrahlung process.
We will consider the simplest case when the basic process
is the elastic scattering between a spin zero neutral particle ( r)
and a spin zero charged particle (p) : rl + Pr - rz + Pz > Fig. 2
shows the external insertion diagrams.
Fig. 2 Photon emission from external charged
particle lines in bremsstrahlung.
10
The amplitude T( v , t) for rl + PI -+0 rz -:r Pa is specified by two
variables: total energy v == PI rl + Pa rz and momentum-transfer
t == (rl - rz) z. The on ... shell matrix elements of the current are of
course known.
Applying the general rule we can immediately write down
singular terms of the bremsstrahlung amplitude:
pz A a T PI A a r
= e
pz k
[T (v , t) + kr z �] - e PI k [ T ( v , t)
- k r I �] + 0 ( w)
( 2. 12)
We note that S\ is not gauge invariant by itself,
We thus obtain the gauge invariant singular term,
[
pz A PI A ]=e �--k- T(v,t)pz PI ( 2. 13)
11
Substituting this expre s sion for Sx_ in Eq. (2. 9) we have the low
energy theorem for the bremsstrahlung first derived by Low in
6
-1
1958. Of course, the theorem for the w amplitude was known
long before the work of Low. It has simple classical interpretation
and corresponds to the radiation by a charged particle that under-
goes an essentially instantaneous:change of velocity. However,
Low has shown, as in Eq. (2.13), that to the lowest order in
-1 0
e, not only the leading w term, but also the next order w term
is structure independent.
c. Pion Photoproduction
For a -+ f3 + ,{, with a -+ f3 being a pion-nucleon vertex, we
have the simple, but physically interesting case of pion photoproduction:
k( e,,) + PI -+ q( a) + Pz - The pion has four momentum q and isospin
index a, and the nucleon has initial (final) momenta PI (pz).
We are interested in the limit of k -+ 0, .!.� the low energy
limit in the no-recoil approximation. The external insertions of the
photon onto the pion-nucleon vertex are just the Born approximation
















Fig. 3. Photon absorption by external particle
line s in pion photoproduction.
The B.orn amplitude is:
-1 a




where g is the pion nucleon coupling constant; K and
V
K are
respectively the isoscalar and isovector part of the nucleon anomalous
magnetic moments measured in units of 2: : K
S
= K (proton) +
, V
K ( neutron) � K' = K (proton) - K ( neutron). TI s are Pauli matrice s ,
m is the nucleon mass and jJ. is the pion mass.
al
Since kA SA = 0, the Born approximation to the pion photo-
production is the SA and by Eq. (2. 9) is the total amplitude up to
13
(but not including) terms of order w • In the rest frame of target
nucleon with transverse photon7, the low energy theorem takes on a
simple form:
-+ -+
e · M = i .ss,
4m
-+ -+ a
(j. E [ T ,T3] -f 0 (w ) + 0 ( J.L ) ( 2. 15)
8
This theorem was first derived by Kroll and Ruderman and is often
used to define the pion-nucleon coupling constant.
d. Low-'Ener'g'y for One Soft Pion (PCAC)
We have seen how the inputs of Lorentz inva r ia nc e , current
conservation (gauge irrva r ianc e ] and simple analyticity properties
of the amplitude lead to low energy theorems for processes involving
a low frequency photon. There is another class of low energy theorems
which relate the matrix element for any strong process with the matrix
element for the corresponding process in which an additional zero
mass, zero energy pion (soft pion) is emitted or absorbed. The
difference in inputs for these soft pion theorems is that instead of
current conservation we have "pa rt ial conservation" of axial current
(PCAC). The purpose of our digression is simply to point out the
similarities (and the differences) in the techniques used in deriving
14
all the low energy theorems. Detailed discussion of these important
soft pion theorems can be found in a number of excellent review
9
articles.
PCAC state s that
= c cp ,'TT ( 2. 16)
with c = where Ax. is the strangeness-conserving
weak axial vector current; CP'TT is the renormalized field operator which
creates the: 'TT +; gA is the �-decay axial vector coupling constant. By
partial conservation of the axial current we mean that for an idealized
wo r ld where pions have zero re st mas s , this current will be strictly
conserved and this idealization is assumed to be a "good 11 approximation
to reality since pion mass is relatively small on the scales of hadron s ,
Using Eq. (2.16) we can immediately obtain the following
10
relations among the matrix elements (just as the gauge invariance
r e qui re rnent of the amplitude in Eq. (2. 4) follows directly from the
divergence1ess condition of the electromagnetic current in Eq. (2.3)):
out
< � I A,\ I a > 1·n
= c t< A''+' ) a > .1'1. ou t" '1''TT . In ( 2. 17)
<AI...I... la> in the right hand side is the amplitude for the processout t" 't'1T in
15
a - f3 + 1T (the pion carrie s momentum q = P
a
-P (3) • In the limit
-1
of q - 0, on the left hand side only the q pole terms in the
amplitude < f3 I A, I a>. can contribute.out � In The pole terms can
be computed through the external insertion ( of axial currents) dia-
grams from the physical amplitude of t< f3 , a> .ou In This then give s
us the soft pion theorems.
We wiII consider one such soft pion theorem as applied to the
pion nucleon scattering (2:.. � a - f3 is the pion nucleon vertex). Nucleons
have momenta Pr . Pz and pions have momenta ql' qz and isospin
indices a, b. The amplitude has the following kinematical structure:
_ {(+) ab (-) lab }, u(pz) T1TN 6 + �N z [ T ,T] u( pI)
with




= - ql qz / 2m
16
Since the theorems refer to the off-shell values of the amplitude, we
will explicitly display the dependence on q1z and qzl. in the amplitude:






I fAi. �,) I A>!_ �,)
� ) • ) Ii � ) I • )'/t
Fig. 4. Axial current external insertion
d'Lag rarn s ,'
From the external insertion graphs shown in Fig. 4, we obtain the
pole terms for the amplitude t< pz, qz (b) I A,\a I PI>'ou � In
( 2. 18)
+ Ta.y
A Ys [ i(P1 -qz)· y+m (1 Tby s} u( P1)
We then obtain, through Eq. (2.17), the value of the amplitude
in the limit ql -+ 0 (2:..�. one of the pions is off - shell) .
( 2. 19)
17
This is Adler I s consistency condition for the pion nucleon scattering
11
amplitude.
Remark 1. The � decay axial vector coupling gA never
appears in any final results derived using Eq. (2.16). It is always
canceled on both sides: it appears on the right hand side in the PCAC
constant c, and on the left hand side it appears in the external insertion
graphs as the coupling between the axial vector current and the one
particle state. However, it survives in the cases where more than
one soft photon appears, as will be discussed in Section 2. c.
Remark 2. The analogy of the soft pion with the photon case
is of course not complete. The pion theorems can only yield values
of the amplitudes at unphysical points while theorems for low frequency
photons give physical amplitudes. Furthermore, the low energy
theorems emerge differently from the divergence conditions of Eq. (2. 4)
and Eq. (2.16). The theorem for the photon is really a low energy
theorem for current, while the pion comes into the picture as
divergence of the current. A more analogous case will be the low
12.
energy theorem for axial current.
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2. Many-Photon Cases
The technique s used in deriving low energy theorems in
Section 1 of this chapter may be readily extended to cases in which
several low frequency photons are ab sorbed or emitted.
Let us consider the two photon case: a - (3 + '11 + yz. The
S-matrix for the process is
13
with obvious notations. Gauge invariance then implie s
( 2. 20)
To prove low energy theorems, we again separate the amplitude into
two parts:
( 2. 21)
SAiJ. is the gauge invariant singular part and RAiJ.




we obtain by appropriate differentiations
( 2. 23)
14
Hence we have the low energy theorem:
We note that now Sx'1-1 contains double pole terms (w lw z)
-1
coming
from diagrams in which both photons are attached to external lines
( see Fig. 5). These are the leading terms in the limit of wI' co Z . -+- o.
Fig. 5. Double pole
diagram.
There are also single pole diagrams (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6. Single pole diagrams.
20
The rules derived in Section I may be extended in an obvious way to
compute S� from the on-shell "elastic" amplitude T( Q' -+ (3) and
15
single photon amplitude T A. (Q'
-+ f3 + 'I) •
a. Compton Scatte ring
Compton scattering is the simplest two-photon process
Q' + '11 - f3 + '12: Q' and f3 are merely single particle state s.
Kinematics are displayed in Fig. 7.
Fig. 7. Compton
scattering.
The energie s of the initial and final photons are not independent:
( 2. 25)
This is the Compton formula, which, in laboratory systems, reads
(I-cos Q) (2.26)
Q being the laboratory scattering angle. Whenever therdiffe r enc e
21
W 1 -<.Uz, which is quadratic in photon frequencie s, can be neglected,
we will simply refer to both wl and Wz. as co , The low energy
theorem in Eq. (2. 24) reads for the Compton scattering amplitude
as
( 2. 27)
SAP; can be computed from the simple external insertion diagrams
(the pole diagrams) as shown in Fig. 8.
Fig. 8. Pole diagrams in Compton
scattering.
Again, an analytic term may be added to the pole terms to obtain the
gauge invariant SA�. We will often depict such a factor by a "seagull
diagram II (which rna y not in general coincide with the perturbation
seagull diagrams in spin zero electrodynamic s) .
22
Fig. 9. Seagull diagram
in Compton scattering.
Clearly S may be computed from our knowledge of the on-shell
x.l-l
electromagnetic vertices alone. We shall first demonstrate this by
working out the familiar results for spin zero and spin one half targets.
For the spin zero target, th external insertion diagrams in
Fig. 8 contribute a pole term of
( 2 PI +kd x.' ( 2p2. tk2.)




(2 PI -k2.) (2 P2. -k1) ,
p. "'] ( 2. 28)
It is well known that an extra (seagull) factor is: needed to make the
pole terms gauge invariant: Sx. = SIx. - + 2 e2. 6 X. • In the laboratoryl-l i-L l-l
,
system with transverse photon only the seagull term survives. The low
energy theorem reads
( 2. 29)
where i(j) = 1,2,3.
For the spin one half target, the pole terms are
23
(2.30)
where K is the anomalous magnetic moment of the target.
already gauge invariant by itself. Therefore SAjJ. = S�jJ..
Remark. Since only on-shell vertices are involved there is
some freedom as to how to parameterize the vertex functions: for
example, in Eq. (2. 30) we have used
<pl'J Ip>=-eNN u(p')[y, -(�) (J" (p'_p)] u(p) for (p'_p)2=0A p P I A 2m AjJ. jJ.
( 2. 31)
which can be rewritten (using the Dirac equation) as
<p' IJ '\ Ip> = i e N N ,u( p'H (pI7P) ... -i( � + K )<r s.: (pl_p) ] u(p)� p p � m '� �
(2.32)
Had we used the second form, the pole term S 'XtJ. would not be gauge
invariant so seagull terms had to be added. The low energy theorem
itself is of course not altered.
In the laboratory system the low energy Compton amplitude for
spin one half target is
24
Pauli spinors are understood and not displayed. In the forward
direction this complicated expression reduces to
M(w, Q
eZ -+ -+ �:�
= 0) - -- 61 • ez
m
e z-+ -+ -+ �:�
-2iw KZ(2m) 0-' el xez +O(wZ)
( 2. 34)
The zeroth order term is identical to the classical Thomson
amplitude. It is first derived as a low energy theorem by Thirring
16
in 1950. The linear order theorem (which is proportional to the
17
magnetic moment) was the re sult obtained by Low
18
and, i.ndependently,
by Gell-Mann and Goldberger in 1954.
Physically it is not surprising that the amplitude s should, in
the low frequency limit, take on some classic features, since the
long -wavelength photons cannot sense the effects coming from the
( quantum mechanical) virtual state s which are essentially of the short
range nature. This is also the physical reason why the external insertion
25
diagrams play such a prominant role in our consideration of the low
energy theorems.
It is well known that in classical electrodynamics, the electric
charge may be measured in two ways: by measuring the Coulomb
force on the particle placed as a te st charge in a static field or,
. alternatively, by measuring the Thomson cross section for scattering
of light by the (unbound) particle. The low energy theorem in Eq.( 2.33)
state s that the above corre spondence between the se two measurements
(as generalized to include magnetic moments) remains to be true in an
exact quantum field theory. As we have seen in the derivation of
Eq. (2. 33), the electromagnetic couplings (charge and magentic
moment) enter into the Compton amplitude through the expression for
the on-shell matrix element of electromagnetic curcent operator,
< pI I J A I p> of Eq. (2.31). Thus it remains for us to show that
< pI I J A' p> indeed gives a direct expression of the electromagnetic
couplings measured in a weak, slowly varying external electromagnetic
field: A�xt. This is not difficult to do: the amplitude for such an
interaction is
which in the non-relativistic limit reduce s to
26
-+ -+
< " f -iq.X[ ext(-+) ( ) e
-+
. -+Hext(-+x)] 3pI HI P > = e e Ao x - 1 + K 2m (J" d x (2.36)
-+ -+ -+ -+ext -+ -+ -+ ext -+
where q = pI -p and H (x) = V x A (x). This is the basis for
the physical interpretation of electromagnetic vertex function of
Eq. (2. 31). Accordingly, we can use Eq. (2. 33) as our empirical
definitions of charge and magnetic moment.
Remark. In the usual discus sion of low energy theorems the
P and T non-invariant effects are neglected, though they may be
included. Including them involves more complicated expressions
for the current matrix elements corre sponding to such terms as the
electric dipole in the currents. The general procedure for obtaining
the low energy theorems is not altered. We will then find that the
linear order Compton amplitude is determined not only by the magnetic
19
moment but also by the electric dipole moment of the target particle.
Compton scattering by target of arbitrary spin has been studied
2.0
by Pais. Since the detailed calculations are quite involved, we will
only give an outline of the problem. There are two aspects in this
problem:
(i) to show that the zeroth and linear order theorems derived
for the case of spin zero and one half, hold for targets of arbitrary
spin S � 1; related to this problem is the proof of a new low energy
27
theorem stating that the double spin flip amplitude fs � ,S -;z} vanishe s
in the zero frequency limit;
(ii) to show that there exist low energy theorems for all 2S + 1
intrinsic multipole moments.
Since the general relation Eq. (2. 27) holds irrespective of target
spin, the task of (i) is to show that, given the electromagnetic vertex
function for particle s of high spin, the low frequency limit of the pole
term S�ql. is of the same form for any spin and there are no extra
r;'" ......terms such as I U @l '. S @zl in the zeroth order amplitude. The general
structure of the pole terms are again the same for all spins, thus we
should concentrate on the difference of the vertex functions r
A. (pi, p)
for different spins. For low energy theorems, the only relevant part
of the matrix element is that of rA. (pi, p) with pl-+ p. We have
already discus sed the physical interpretation of these quantities for
spin one half via the consideration of scatteri:q.g in a slowly varying,
weak external electromagnetic field. For such interactions involving
systems of higher spin it is well known that all we have to do is to add
more terms corresponding to higher order multiple-moments-interactions.
In the momentun-space they correspond to higher order terms in (p'_p) 2.;
thus ultimately they contribute higher power s of w in the pole terms
8},,1-' • In fact the minimal power of co with which ZL -pole moment
L
will enter into the low energy amplitude is w • Accordingly, starting
28
with the definition of multipole moments we can show that there are no
extra terms in O( wo) and O(w) amplitude and the low energy theorem
for target of spin S is just Eq. (2. 33) with ;
_.,
replaced by S.
This brings us natrually to the task (ii). Since the Compton
amplitude containing 2L -pole moments with L? 2 is of the order O(w2) ,
the question natrually arises: can higher multipole moments be defined
empirically, as in the case of the charge and the .rnagne ttc. rrornent , via
low energy Compton scattering? This question is answered in the
zo ZI
positive by Pais and also by Bardakci and Pagels. In particular,
they have written down a low energy theorem of the quadrupole moment.
zz
Their work is motivated by the investigation of Singh, who first proved
a different type of low energy theorem to order wZ•
While the entire w2 term in the Compton amplitude cannot be
determined in a structure -independent way, it is still possible that
low energy theorems exist for some parts of the wZ amplitude. We
will state briefly the basic ideas underlying the derivations of the se
higher order theorems. Let us re -examine Eq. (2. 27), which is
derived without any specific knowledge as to the kinematic structure
of the amplitude. The amplitude M",





AAtJ. + b BAiJ. + .••
29
(there may be more spin indices M , but we will not ex-
X, tJ. ' Q:' (3 • • •
r.J �




( 2. 27) state s that it is po s sible for us to find the basis so tha t all
are tensors constructed out from momenta kl' kz .•• Eq.
A ,B ••• are O(wZ) and the amplitudes �,�, ••• .are free of
AtJ. x'tJ.
kinematical singularities U:� the only singular part of �,t', ... are
those dynamic pole terms and thus the non-pole terms are necessarily
of the order w Z). But once an explicit tensor base is constructed, it
is not hard to convirice one self that some of the base Ax,tJ.' Bx,tJ. ••• are
_
of order s higher than wZ• Suppo se A x,tJ.is O(w 3) and'� is free of kine­
matical sin,gularities, then we have a higher order low energy theorem:
� A = [�A] +0 (w 3 )AtJ. AtJ. pole ( 2. 38)
Accordingly we will have to construct a Lirie ar Iy independent tensor
basis with maximum powers of w (2:: e. to remove kinematical zeroes)
but still compatible with the requirement that the amplitude be free of
kinematical singularities. In general this is a very difficult task, and
to do this, we will have to make full use of the gauge invariance re-
quirements.
The existence proof of the 2S + 1 multipole moment low energy
theorems involves then showing that certain arnpl.Itude , which is of
the appropriate order in w, is; free of kinematical singularity and
the pole term contribution to that amplitude contains the relevant
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multipole moment. More concretely, we make an expansion of the
amplitude in the photon frequency.and the scattering angle cos Q
(the multipole expansion), the proof of the theorem then involve s
showing that the correct terms in this double-expansion get con-
tributions only from the singular parts.
b. Theorems for Non-Commuting Currents
So far we have considered the consequences derived from
divergence conditions of one current or several identical currents.
Now we will extend out treatment to cases involving the low energy
limit of several mutually non-commuting currents. As we shall see,
the commutator of these currents will playa role in the low energy
theorem. Here we will only consider the case of conserved currents,
but the procedure can easily be generalized to include currents having
non-vanishing divergences.
B�g Z 3 has treated the case of Compton scattering of "charged
photons" by a nucleon: Pi + kl (a) � pi +kz. (b). The electromagnetic
current has an isoscalar part &.) and a part which is the third com­
X
ponent of an is ovector (V) :}\
( 2. 39)
A "charged photon" is then a fictitious particle coupled to V� + iV�
components of the same isovector current. Or, simply, the photon
now has an extra i s o sp in label a( b) = 1, 2, 3, coupled to the current
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(the seagull term) precisely compensates for the noncovariant
24
nature of the T -product.
In the one current case the divergence condition on the current
leads immediately to a similar divergence condition on the amplitude,
Eq. (2. 3) arid Eq. (2. 4). When more than one current is involved,
as here, the d ive rgenc e condition on the amplitude will also depend on
the commutator of the currents. This is brought about by the following
identity:
b a
= T ( Y
tJ.
( 0) a A Y A ( x) )




The delta function comes from differentiation of the 9 function in the
T -product. Thus, Eq. (2. 41), Eq. (2. 42) and Eq. (2. 43) imply:
( 2. 44)
The commutator is well known:
s:. ( ) [ Vb () a ( )] s:. ( ). b ac Vc S h .u xo 0 , Vo x =u X 1 e e + c wmg e r term.
� �
( 2. 45)
The Schwinger term is proportional to ths gradient of a delta function
and is structure dependent. Thus, from Eq. (2. 44), it would appear
that the Schwinger terms may prevent the derivation of structure-
independent low energy theorems. ,However, this, is merely an
apparent difficulty. This may be seen from the case of ordinary
Compton scattering considered in the last subsection. There we had
two identical current s; their commutator vanishe s apart from the
Schwinger term, 2:..�
6 (xo) [J (0), Jo (x)] = Schwinger term.
�
( 2. 46)
On the other hand, we know from gauge invariance that the physical
Compton amplitude satisfies the condition in Eq. (2.20): the divergence
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vanishes regardless of the value of the Schwinger term, Therefore,
the Schwinger term must have been canceled by the divergence of
the seagull term. In fact, for tbe case of electromagnetic currents,
we know expl.ic itIy how this cancellation come s about, and it has
been conjectured that this cancellation holds for all "we ak " currents.
Thus, with this conjecture, as far as the derivation of divergence
conditions for the amplitudes are concerned, we may consistently
ignore the II seagulls II and Schwinger terms and still obtain the correct
Z5
answer.
Consequently, Eq. (2. 44) reads






-1 -1 abc c
I= iNN e < pz I v \ PI >
PI pz 1\
( 2. 47b)
The low energy theorem follows from the identification of the singular
part Sab of the amplitude:
A(J.
( 2. 48)
The separation is made such that
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k Sab Sab. N -1 -1 abc 1 c I! \ = k = 1 N e < Pa V Pi >




The last equation implie s that R
ab
= 0 ( wz.). Thus we have�IJ.
( 2. 51)
ab
The pole term S�IJ. may be computed in exactly the same fashion as
in the ordinary Compton case. We then have the theorems for the
forward amplitude derived by B:g
( 2. 52)
Where G�( qz.)( electric isovector Sachs form factor) is related to
the form factors defined in Eq. (2. 40) by
35
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Adler and Dothan have derived a number of low energy theorems
for the process of radiative lJ. capture: � + p -+ n +v +". This is
lJ.
a complicated problem since one of the two currents involved has non-
vanishing divergence.
c. Low-Energy Theorems for Many Soft Pions (PCAC and Current Algebra)
In the last sub section we have already seen that current commuta-
tors playa role in the derivation of low energy theorems involving
several non-commuting currents. Similar situation happens for low
energy theorems involving more than one soft pion.
Just as in Eq. (2.43) in the last subsection, the basic identity
is as follows:
8 8 a b
. • .) T (AA (x) AlJ. (y) .•• )8y
lJ.
a b .
= T (8 A AA (x), 8lJ. A� (y) .•• ) + equal t irrie commutator s
(2.53)
PCAC, 8A A� = c �a , then relates the first term on the right hand
side to a multi-pion amplitude. In the soft pion limit only the
structure -independent pole terms of axial current matrix element
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and the commutator factor will contribute. The general case is clearly
rather complex. Accordingly we will concentrate on one special
example: the pion nucleon scattering in the limit when both pions are
soft.
Consider the two amplitudes: the pion nucleon amplitude (kinema-
tic s are the same as in Section ld) ,
( 2. 54)
and the corresponding amplitude for axial currents,
(2.55)








Using: PCAC and our knowledge of the commutators:
b() a . bac c r-6 (xo) [ Ao x I A'A ( 0)] = 1 e V'A (x) 0 (x)
6 (xo) [ a A
b
(x), A:( 0)] = symmetric in a, ba
lJ. lJ.
( 2. 57)
We may convert Eq. (2. 56) into a constraint on the amplitude s:
[ a b] -I �I abc cT N' +i N N ql '\ e <pz J V,\ (0)( PI>rr PI P2. {\ {\
( 2. 58)
The superscript [a, b] indiCates the Lso spi.n-carrti syrnrnetr lc part of
the amplitude. In the limit of ql' qz. � 0, only the pole terms in
M� contribute. We will also take out pole terms in T�;; b]. In
this way Eq. (2. 58) yields fhe well known result of Adler and
2.6
Weisberger. In terms of the amplitudes and variables defined in









(-)where TiTN (v, 0, 0, 0) = A".N (v, 0, 0, 0) +v BiTN(v, 0, 0, 0). Because
the derivation involves a non-linear relation for the axial currents
Eq. (2. 57), gA appears in the final result ( see Remark Sec. ld).
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d. Sum Rules
Low energy theorems, when supplemented with "no= subt r ac tion "
assumption in a dispersion relation, lead to the sum rules, which
relate _ experimental quantitie s and thus can be te sted in the laboratory.
In fact, a number of low energy theorems discussed in previous sections
were first expressed in terms of sum rules in their original derivations.
We will simply proceed to give several examples.
Consider the forward Compton-scattering amplitude
_., _., �:� � _., _., �:�
f(w) = f1 (�w), e1 e2 + i f2 (w ) cr el x e2 ( 2. 60)
The amplitude s are normalized such that the optical theorem reads
Irn f1 (w )
w
crp( w ) + A (w ) co
cr (w)(2.6l)-_- --41T 2 411' tot
cr (w) - cr (w)
1m f2 (w)
w P A·-
( 2. 62)-_-41T 2
where cr
p
is the total cross section for circularly polarized photons
with their helicity parallel to the target spin; cr A' antiparallel. The
dispersion relation for these two amplitudes may be written with



















U sing the low energy theorem of Eq. (2. 34), noting M(w)· == -41T£(W),' and
the optical theor e m.s of Eq. (2. 61) and Eq. (2. 62), the above relation
immediately yields the following sum rules:
'2
= -�- f d W I 0" ( W I)
m 1T tot ( 2. 65)
and
2 dw'
f WI [0" (WI) -.0" ( WI)]P A ( 2. 66)1T
Eq. (2. 65) is an obvious contradiction since the right hand side is
positive definite. We conclude that for this particular amplitude
the no-subtraction assumption (fl (w ) -+ 0 as W -+ (0) must be false.
On the other hand, if one analyzes the contributions to the integral in
Eq. (2. 66) for proton Corripton scattering (w I < 1 BeV) on the basis
of both theoretical assumptions and experimental data on photopr oduct ion
from hydrogen, one finds both side s of the sum rule s agree to better
than ten percent.
Next we consider the forward pion nucleon scattering. Taking
40
the limit of v � 0 and
.
jJ.� 0 on both sides of the unsubtracted dis-
persion relation (with the same notation as in Section 1 d.)
T�-N) (v, 2� ,_jJ.z, _jJ.Z) 00 iT'P ip
__________ = pole term +_L f




with ql = ( VIZ -��) + ,
we have, using the soft pion theorem of Eq. (2. 59) and noting that the
pole term vanishes in the limit of vB = 0, the Ad.le r








[ <T � P ( VI) - CT� P (v I) ] ( 2. 68)
o
iT+Pand CTo are re spectively the total cros s section
of zero mass
+
rr and rr scattering on a proton target.
3. Alternative Methods of Derivation
a. Low's Non-Covariant Method
So far our discussion of the low energy theorems has been
carried out in a manife sUy covariant framework. While this approach
has some advantages of showing, in a concise manner, the general
41
content of the theorems, frequently it is not the simplest method in
actual computations because of its host of auxiliary constraints. The
non-covariant (physical covariance is of course not lost) "Low
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equati on " is often the preferred technique for considering such
processes as Compton scattering and pion photoproduction.
Consider Compton scattering on a target of arbitrary spin.
The tensorial amplitude MAIJ. used in Section 2. a. is related to the
current operator s by
(2.69)
In addition, there may be seagull terms; however, they do not con-
tribute to A = 0, II = 0 components of the amplitude, and they are
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not singular in the limit of w ..... o. To display the singular
structure of the amplitude we expand the T -product in terms of
the Q-functions, inserting complete set of states, the space-time
integrals can be performed to give the "L ow equation. "
..... ..... - .....
-1 -1 3'
<P2' J (0) I n> < n ] J A ( 0) , P1
>
MA = N N (21T) �[-----.
___.1-1 _





In> denotes a general (on-shell). inter-
mediate state with total three momentum � and total energy E 0
n
The singular parts of the amplitudes simply correspond to terms in
the sum having denominators that may vanish in the w -+ 0 limit.
We will explicitly separate. out the structure -independent, single
particle contribution as U (the "unexcited" term) which has denom-AjJ.
inator s proportional to w in the limit of w -+ 0
( 20 71)
In the transverse gauge, the physical amplitude is M... We will
1J
express the unknown E .. amplitude in terms of the known U .. , Uoo
� �
and the simpler object Eoo via the gauge invariance condition, which
is implied by Eq. (2. 20) ,





Since the seagull term doe s not contribute to Moo, we have from
Eq. (2. 69) and Eq. (2. 70) the following representation for Eoo,
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-I -I 3
EOO = N N (2'IT)
PI P2
+
_., _., _., _.,
< pzl JO I n> < nlJo I PI >
_.,
-W2 + E( PI ) - E
n
( 2. 74)
where the prime over the summation sign indicates that the one particle
_state is exCluded from the sum. We note that Eq. (2.74) may be written,
using the continuity equation, Eq. (2. 3), as
_., _., -+ _.,
kl . <P2 I J. In> < n I J_. I PI > k2 .
+
1 1 J I-+ _., � -+ -+ _., ]
(E(P2)-E )(-w2+E(pI}-E )(E -E(pd) n=Pl-kz
n n n
( 2 .. 75)
Since we are excluding the (zero mas s) photons from our inter =
-+
mediate state (n >, the denominator s will never vanish in the limit
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of w 40 0.. Accordingly, A... (a three tensor) is free of singularitie s ,
1J
From this we can immediately conclude that Eoo is of the order of wZ ..
Evidently, this statement is enough for the derivation of the usual low
energy theorems, Eq. (2. 33), since Eq. (2. 73) indicate s that E .. ,
1J
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hence M .. , can be computed accurately to the order co . For the
1J
derivation of the higher order in w theorems, we must construct
suitable tensor basis for E and A.. to the appropriate. order
ij 1J
2.0
in co , Pais has given a complete procedure for such a construction.
A low energy theorem.results if one can show that, for the particular
amplitude in que stion, Eoo plays no role (to the order in which we
are intere sted) and, hence, only the structure -Lndependent U AjJ.
term will contribute.
b. S-Matrix Method
A recent development is the derivation of the Compton low
energy theorems using only the propertie s of the physical helicity
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amplitudes for the process. The basic idea is of course still the
same: We want to identify the amplitude that is free of kinematical
singularities (and zeroes) then the corresponding dynamic pole term,
which are calculable, will necessarily give the leading contributions--
hence the low energy theorems.
One of the interesting features of the S-matrix approach is that
gauge invariance, which plays such an important role in identifying
these kinematical s ingular i.ty-, and zero- free amplitudes in our field
theoretical derivations, is never used explicitly. This is possible
45
because a photon is described in the helicity formalism as having
two helicities (in every Lorentz frame) and it is known that this
de scription is equivalent to the statement of gauge invariance. It
is thus satisfying to see that low' energy theorems may be. derived
directly from their physical basis: Lorentz i.nvar i.anc e , massless-
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ne s s of the photon and s imple analyticity prope rtie s of the arrip l'lt.ude ,
We will only give an outline of this approach. Kinematics is
still the same as (Fig. 7) previous discussions of the Compton scat-
tering. We shall use the following covariant variables:
s = � (PI + kl ) l
a
t = -( kl - kl)
u = - (PI - kl) l
and
s + t + u = 2ml ( 2. 76)
We note that s _ml = O( w ), u-ml = O(w ) and t = O( w l) in the limit
of w - 0 with fixed angle. For the direct channel process, where
s is the square of the total center of mass energy: PI (a)+kl(b) ...
Pz (c) +kz. (d). The variables in the parentheses are the helicities of
the particles.. The s-channel helicity amplitude M:d;ab( s , t) is
assumed to be free of kinematical singularities in the variable t ,
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and it in general contains kinematic zeroes.
Consider the scattering in the center of mas s system with
scattering angle 9 J (the angle between initi�l and final photons) .s
We note that the projection of the total angular momentum of the
initial (final) state is a-b == A ( c -d == IJ.) along the re spective
directions of motion. It then follows from angular momentum con-
servation that helicity "amplitudes vanish (kinematical zeroes) for
a = 0 ( TT' ) unless A = IJ. ( A :: - IJ. ). Formally this property of the
s
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helicity amplitudes comes out from the standard expansion:
( 2. 77)
when we use the fact that the rotational matrice s dJ (9) may beAIJ. s
as IA-IJ. 1 9t IA+IJ.I
written as (sin 2) (cos T) time a (Jacobi) poly -
nomial in cos 9 • Accordingly we can define a new amplitude
s
( 2. 78)
which is now free of kinematical zeroes and still free of kinematical
singular ity in t ,
In exactly the same manner we can consider the crossed
channel process where t is the square of the total center of mass
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energy with center of mass scattering angle Qt: k2, (d I)+kl (b I) -+
pz ( C I) +Pl ( a I) • The amplitude (A 1 == d 1 - b 1 , lJ. 1 == C 1 -a I)
-t
M
c r a I; d 'b 1 ( s , t)
( 2. 79)
is then free of kinematical singularitie s in the variable s ,
Finally, using the crossing properties relating s- and t-
channel amplitude s , one can construct amplitude s which are free of
kinematical singularities and zeroes in both sand t, In general
the crossing matrix is very complicated. We will only consider the




= (cos 2) Mdl ;01
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s s 2,-s








Mol ·0:;01 = MU ·00, --� ,
( 2. 82)
In te rms of the M amplitude, they are
�l zQ! -t= M1-1 ;00
( s _mZ) Z t( t-4mZ)
( 2. 83)
-s -t
sMOl iQ-l = Mu .oo
(s_mZ)z t










cos Q = (s-u)/ [t(t-4mZ)] Zt ( 2. 84)
M s(t) is free of singularities in t( s) r-espe ct.ive Iy , therefore
and must be free of kinematical singularitie s
both in t and in s ,




[ SMol'O-l] 1 ( 2.)2.( S )2..Mol ;0 -1 = ( s -m2.) 2. -;- s -m sin -2- ( 2. 85)
we ob se rve that they are both of the orde r w2., except for the





] + O( w Z' )cd;ab cd;ab pole
( 2. 86)
This is the same re suIt derived previously in Eq. (2. 27) .
As we can see, the practical usefulness this S-matrix approach
is rather debatable, particularly in view of the fact that Eq. (2. 86)
is proved only for the special case of spin zero target (for particle s
with spin it is far more c ornpftc ated) . In fact, with the helicity
approach there is no way to make a general spin-independent state �
rnent ; we simply have to work it out for each target spin. Further-
more, it is not clear how this technique may be applied to processes
involving more than four particle line s (�. g. bremsstrahlung).
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CHAPTER III
RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS TO LOW ENERGY THEOREMS
1. Outline of the Problem
In the last chapter we saw how low energy theorems may be
derived for processes involving photons, based on the inputs of
Lorentz invariance and of masslessness of the photon. We have
also seen that the feature which distinguishe s the se theorems from
all other low energy theorems is that they yield amplitude s in the
physical region and involve no extrapolation from unphysical points.
This is also because the photon has zero rest rna s s , On the other
hand, the massless nature of the photon complicates the analyticity
pr ope rt ie s of the amplitude. In the last chapter we assumed that the
only singular part at w = 0 was the one containing the single particle
pole s , and we ignored the fact that the photons in intermediate state s
brought about cuts (in fact an infinite number of them), extending
down to the point w = O. Accordingly, to obtain Low ene rgy theorems
\
that are correct to higher orders in electromagnetism, we must be
able to calculate the thre shold contributions of the se cuts.
Consider again the pole diagram of Fig. 1. But now we will
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add a photon '{ I to the intermediate single particle state, showing
it in Fig. 10.
k
/
Fig. 10. Singular contributions by
the s tate of the particle
plus a s oft photon.
Fig. 10 (with the same kinematics as in Fig. 1) represents a con-
t r ibut io n to the amplitude of:
dk'
-f-- D (k')C (kp;k'p' )D(p')M (k'�'; a)(2iT)4 I-LV � I-L V
( 3. 1 )
with p' = p+k=k! , D (k') is the renormalized propagator for the
I-Lv
virtual photon with momentum k! , and polarization indices v, I-L;
D( pi) is the renormalized propagator for the particle of momentum
p'; C (kp; k' pi) is the off- shell amplitude for the (Compton) pro­
�I-L
cess p'+k' (I-L) -+ p+k( x ) ; Mv (k',� I; a) is the off-shell amplitude for
the (bremsstrahlung) process a-+�'+kl(v).




Eq. (3. 3) shows that the threshold contribution of the dk ' integra-
tion will contain a logarithmic singularity coming from the inte g r a>
tion over the 2.
-1
(pl2.+m) pole.
As we are only interested in this singular part, a number of
simplifications can be made in Eq. (3.1). (i) At the thre sho ld ,
the virtual photon 'II is really on its mas s shell (i. � k! � 0
implies k'2 -+ 0),. Thus, for the purpose of computing the singular
34












with w' = l"k> I in the integrand. (ii) Since the logarithms are
�l
brought about by the integration over the (pl2.+ m2) pole, we are
allowed to set pl2.+ m2.= 0 in the numerator which is the residue of
the pole. Acc ordingly, the singular part of Eq. (3. 1) is
( 3 .. 5)
o 0
where CA� and M� are the on-shell soft photon amplitudes and
they are lowe st order in e. This is the counterpart of the re suIt
for the single particle pole shown in Eq. (2" 11) •
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The purpose of this hueristic derivation is to show that the
thre shold contribution of the inte rmediate particle -plus - soft-photon
state is indeed non-analytic in the photon frequency, and that these
te rm s may be computed in a structure independent way (since only
on-shell quantities are involved) e
It is clear that the validity of the usual low-energy theorems
to highe r orde r s in e will depend on what orde r s of photon fr e «
quencies these non-analytic threshold terms are. For exarnple ,
the existence of a w lnw term will then limit the original serie s
expansion in powers of w to no higher than
o
W
1I and so on. At
the end of Section 3. a , , a more detailed discussion will be given
of the question "what does one mean by 'validity' of the low-energy
theorems to higher orders in e? II
Of course, infrared divergences are associated with the
virtual soft photon radiative co r r e c tion s , It is clear that here two
expansions are made of the scattering amplitudes: one in the electric
charge (e) and another in the photon frequency (w) e Soft photons
complicate both these expansions: for the exparis ion in e we have
the infrared divergence s; for the expansion w we have the non>
analytic terms, for example, w In co , Thus, the zero-mass property
of the photon leads to infinitie s in the coefficients of both power �
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serie s expansions. Both the se type s of complications will appear
in the discussion of higher order radiative corrections to low-
energy theorems.
In the next part of this section we will give an outline of the
general procedure for evaluating the radiative corrections due to
soft virtual photons in an arbitrary hadronic process.
a. General Strategy for Evaluation
The ez' radiative correction amplitude T( 2) for the hadronic
process a _,. � can be represented as
dkl
T(2) = -hI J
( 2Tt' ) 4 MAiJ.
( 3. 6)
M is the amplitude for the proce ss a + "I _,. � + "., '{I beingA.jJ.
virtual photons, with polariz ation indice s A. and tJ. re spectively.
Regardless of whether the photons are on- or off= s he Il ,
the low-energy theorem (to the lowest order in e) holds, and
it informs us (as discussed in Section II�2) that the leading terms
in MjJ. A. for k! _,. 0 come from diagrams in which the two virtual
photon-line s are attached to the external charged particle s , For
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the special cases (which we will consider in Sections 3: and 4 of
this chapter) of soft photon radiative corrections to processes
which themselve s have soft photon( s) in their initial and final
states, the relevant M is then given by diagrams where allx,jJ.
the soft photons, real and virtual, are emitted or absorbed from
the external charged lines. Fig. 13 is such an example ..
Thus our strategy for evaluating the leading term in soft
photon radiative corrections is the following: we will first cut the
virtual photon line in two, then attach all the soft photon line s of the
resultant amplitude onto the external Lirie s , Radiative corrections
can then be obtained through the appropriate thre shold integration
via Eq , (3 .. 6) •
b. Principal Re sults
Using the general procedure as outlined above, we shall
demonstrate in Section 2 that the results, obtained with respect to
infrared divergence within the theory of quantum electrodynamic s ,
35
are not modified when strong interactions are included to all orders.
In Section 3 the soft photon radiative correction will be
evaluated when the hadronic proce s s also involve s a Iow -Er-e quency
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photon, a ... (3 + 'Y. Besides giving the expected infrared divergent
factors, the soft virtual photons also bring about non-analytic terms
in the w expansion: in Subsection 3a for the bremsstrahlung (a ... (3
being some physically allowed process) we have a term proportional
to lnw; while the w 0 te rm , for which Low has proved the low-
energy theorem to order e, Eq. (2.13)" is shown to be structure-
dependent in the pre se nc.e of radiative corrections. The low-energy
theorem for the �e3 In w brems strahlung amplitude obtained here
36 ::,
agrees with the results derived by Soloviev. In Subsection 3b for
pion-photoproduction ( a ... (3 being the pion-nucleon vertex) we
have a term proportional to IW Inco It.Ls intere sting to note that
our result shows that the radiative correction to the w term, for
n,
which Fubini et at.
.
have pnoved a PCAC low-energy theorem,
is structure dependent.
In Section 4 our method is extended to include Compton
scattering. The leading threshold contribution O( e4 wZ lnw) is
shown to be completely determined by the charge of the target
particle. This result has been 'previously derived via dispersion
relations for the forward differential cross section by Gerasimov
38 39
and Soloviev, then for the amplitude by Roy and Singh and"
40
independently, by this author. It is rede r.ived here without
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extraneous high energy assumptions. 'I'he simplicity of the actual
computation allows us to see immediately that the results for the
41
spin-zero case actually hold for targets of arbitrary spin.
2. Infrared Divergences
The physical basis of infrared divergences was elucidated
42
long ago starting with the work of Bloch and Nord sieck. They
treated a simplified model in which a fixed classical-current
density interacts with a quantized electromagnetic field. The
virtue of this model is that it can be solved (without recourse to
the usual perturbation method) and thus leads to insight into the
difficulties brought about by photons in the long wave -length region.
The principal conclusion is the following: when a charged particle
is scattered, it always radiate s an infinite number of soft photons
(with finite total energy). The cross section of any process in-
volving charged particles and a def'i.ni.te number of photons, for
which the perturbation expansion in the fine structure constant is
not valid, is an unphysical quantity. What is measured in reality
is the probability for scattering with an energy loss (due to radia-
tion) of Ie s s than A E, which is the energy re solution of the experi-
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mental se t=up, A perturbation expansion for this physically ob sev -
able quantity is, however, permissible; the infrared divergence in
the radiative correction, and the corre sponding divergence in the
cross section for photon emissions, cancel order by order.
This cancellation of the infrared divergence in the cros s
sections has been demonstrated explicitly for quantum electro-
dynamics of the electron-photon system. The proof, as given for
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instance by Jauch and Rohrlich, depends on some special proper-
ties of quantum electrodynamics: Consequently, we must inquire
whether the cancellation remains true for the case of hadrons, if
strong interactions are included to all orders. We will show that this
is indeed the case, as is to be anticipated.
Consider the process a -+ (3 where a and (3 are some
arbitrary hadron state s involving charged particle s , It is well
known that the infrared divergent part of the cros s section dO"" for
a -+ (3 + 1{ can be factored out and is proportional to the dQ"" for
-1
a -+ (3.. This is just the usual w bremsstrahlung low-fre-
quency theorem. Our main interest is therefore the factorization
of infrared divergent radiative corrections to a -+ (3 due to virtual
photons.
For definitness, consider the case where a( (3) consists of
one charged particle PI (pz) and one neutral particle rl (rz).
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According to the general method of evaluating the soft photon
radiative corrections as outlined in the last section, we first
consider the process PI + rl + ,,' ... -Pz + rz + ,,' with the
virtual photons y' attached to the external charged line s, PI































Fig .. 11. The double pole terms in
scattering involving two low
frequency photons.
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We treat the two photons as distinguishable, and the overcounting
is compensated by the appropriate combinatorial factors. For
graphs in (a) and (b) in Fig. 11 we shall, for the moment,
imagine that the two photons have different momenta, kl' and k�t ,
so that the contributions from the se two graphs will be unam-
44,45




[-- _1_] T(O) ( 3. 7)
p�k�t p�kl'
where T( 0) is the amplitude to the lowest .orde r in e for PI +rl -+
Pa + r�. Setting k! = kit = kz', we have
T( 0) ( 3. 8)
(pz k') (pz k')
For the graph (c) we obtain,
T( 0) ( 3. 9)
Substituting PI � pz in ajJ. A. and cjJ. A
djJ. A. The whole amplitude is then
and
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) T( 0) ( 3. 10)












' ( 3. 11)T( 2) = 2 w'
The interference term with T( 0) gives the eZ cross section, which
just c anc eLs the corresponding cross section for the bremsstrahlung
of a soft photon, r1 + P1 - rz + Pz + y. It is cl ear that the above
result can easily be extended to include cases of a - j3 with more
complicated charge configurations.
For later reference we note that the infrared divergent factor
in Eq. (3.11) can be computed to be: .
T( 2) = b( t) J
d w'
w' T( 0) ( 3. 12)
where t = -( Pz -PI) z. For the equal mass case (pl = Pi') , b
takes on a simple form,
b( t) = _fL_
1T




t + D Z
( 3. 13)
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D = t2 -4 t m2 and for t -+- 0, we have
b( t) = ( 3. 14)
It should be noted that the validity of our re sult as stated
in Eqs. (3.11) or (3.12) rests on the generality of our procedure
in applying the low-ene rgy theorem to the amplitude a + 'V r -+-
(3 + 'I r in the integrand. The re suIt s should be true in any local
field the ory.
3. Single -Photon Cases
We now consider the slightly more complicated
problem of soft virtual photon radiative correction to the process
a-+-(3 + � , the emitted photon also being soft (k\
- 0). Here
we expect to obtain not only the infrared divergent terms but also
the non-analytic threshold factors ( IV In w) of the intermediate
soft photon state. Similarly, as in the last section, we first con-
sider the proce s s of a + '{' -+- (3 + 'V + y'. All the photons being
soft, the low-energy theorem informs us that the leading contri-
bution comes from those graphs in which all three photon lines,
real and virtual, are attached to the external charged particle s in
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the basic proce s s Q' -+ �.
a. Bremsstrahlung
We will fir st consider the radiative corrections to the
theorem derived Inr the Subsection 1. b. of Chapter II.
By the above argument it is then sufficient for our calculation
of the soft virtual photon radiative corrections to consider the, set
of diagrams in Fig. 12. We have included "seagull" diagrams so
that the total contribution in the soft photon limit will be gauge in-
variant.
It is clear that (a) and (b) in Fig. 12 contribute only to
the infrared d'ive rge nt terms:









where T( 0) denotes the zeroth order in e, on-shell amplitude
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Fig. 12. Soft photon radiative correction to bremsstrahlung ..
There are eight more crossed diagrams correspond­
ing to the photon k being e rni.tt ed from the initial
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Pa k PI k
'
( 3. 16)
where p' = PZ + k -k ', The In w terms come about because the
Z
_I
propagator (plZ + m) diverge s as k -+ 0 and k! -+ O. Before
proceeding with the computation of these terms, we will first
separate out the infrared divergent factor coming from graph" (c)
-I -I
which is proportional to (pz k ') (PI k ') .. This can be accom-






PZ k! 2PZk' PZ k - k+k
Dropping terms that contribute neither to the divergent factor nor








pz �(c+d+ ... h)




A (PI k')(pz k') pzk
2ez pz P' pz A P'1-1 P' PI 1-1 e T(O)}+ [ 1-1 A + 0 ] [ _1-1_ --]p'z+ mZ p'k pz k A 1-1 pzk PI k'
( 3. 17)
The first term combined with (a + b) A in Eq. (3.15) gives the
expected infrared divergent factor s , which are proportional to
the lowe st order brems strahlung amplitude.
In the following discussion we will concentrate on the 1nw
factors coming from the second term in Eq. (3.17). Since these
_I
logarithms are brought about by the integration over the (pIZ+mZ)
pole ter rns , we are allowed to set plZ + mZ = 0 in the numerator,
which is the residue of the pole. ·W:ith this observation Eq; (3.17)
gives just the result which we have derived heuristically in
Eq. (3. 5). Keeping only the leading ter ms in the integrand,
o 0 -1
O( w) for C � o( w ) for MO we have1-1
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T�e prime over the amplitude c A indicate s that the infrared
divergent factor has been extracted. The fir-st te rrnvarii she s
-+ dk' k'A
after the dk ' integration, since f -- ( k')
must be pro-
2w' pz k;�-
portional to Pz A'











_A_ == ( B P! A + C pz A) In , pz k I (3. 20)
PI k
'2 w' pz (k-k')
giving
A and B can be evaluated easily by going first to the rest frame
of Pz '
, 1




t + D Z
( 3. 22)
+
B 4 ( k) D-I (2 4
- + In I t
- D I) (3. 23)= 1T Pz - PI Pz D +t+D
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where t and D are defined as in Section 2. It is then straight-
forward to check that




b I being the derivative with re_spect to the variable t of the
function b defined in Eq. (3� 12). Adding the contribution from
the cros sed term and noting the relation, I n I PI k I = In fpz k I +
O( kO), we obtain for the soft photon radiative correction to the
bremsstrahlung amplitude:
pz X. PI X. d WI
Mx. (3) = e [-- - --] T(O) [b(t) f - -2 b'(t)(pz -pdklnl PI k I ]
Pa k PI k
W �
( 3. 25)
This is the re sult fir st obtained by Soloviev. It agree s with the
low energy limit of the exact relativistic calculation in perturbation
46
theory by Fomin for the process of bremsstrahlung by an electron
scattered in Coulomb field.




2 -+2and PI = P2 = -m , t � -( P2 -PI) == - A • Hence the angular
factor b '( t) can be expanded and Eq. (3. 25) is reduced to the
following simple form:
-+ _e3






For PI � P2 (e. g. rr + P -+ rr + n + y) there is no simplifica-
t. If
tion in the non-relativistic limit.
With this concrete expres sion for the low-energy behavior
of the e3 bremsstrahlung amplitude, we can now give a more
detailed discussion of the question: "what does one mean by the
'validity' of the low-energy theorem to higher orders in electro-
magnetism? "
The theorem proved by Low states that not only the leading
-1 0
w term, but also the next order w term, In the bremsstrahlung
( Mx.) can be computed from the corre sponding scattering amplitude
without photon emis sion (T), see Eq. (2.13). The proof is carried
out only in the lowest order in e: Mx. = Mx. (1) and T = T( 0) •
(The number in the brackets denotes the order in e , ) If the
th
theorem were valid to the n order in a , then the relation in
Eq. (2. 13) would still hold. with M and T taken to the corre s-, x. .
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ponding orders: MAo = Mx. (1) :+ ••• MAo (2n + 1) and T= T(O) +
T( 2n). The radiative corrections to M and T, naturallyX.
include infrared divergent factors. This is precisely what we
have in Eq. (3.25): the pole term is multiplied by an infrared
divergent factor. The corresponding divergent factors on both
sides are identical, as they necessarily must be. Thus we say that
the infrared divergent radiative corrections to the low-energy
theorems are really of a trivial kind. They do not change the form
of the low-energy theorems derived in the lowest order. To be sure,
due to the existence of the se infrared factor s , LS E will have to be
introduced in the cross sections" But this is a general feature of
any physicaLmeasurement and is not limited in any way to the low-
energy behavior of scattering.
We now see that it is the non-analytic factor' (N wn In w)
which is crucial to the validity of the higher order theorems. It
invalidates the original expansion in w. A more concrete way of
viewing the problem is to note that as in the case of bremsstrahlung
the existence of threshold terms In co indicates that the norr-uhr e s -
hold contributions are of the order w 0, its precise value being cut-
off dependent. Accordingly, there is no longer any low-energy
theorem for the w
0
term in the e3 amplitude, since soft photons
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introduce structure ... dependent terms of this order.
b. Pion Photoproduction
To the lowe s t order in e, we have shown that the leading
o
w term in the pion photoproductibn amplitude is completely
determined by the electric charge and the pion-nucleon coupling
constant g, (the Kroll-Ruderman Theorem). To calculate the
radiative corrections we can follow the procedure used in Sub-
section a. To order e3 the pole term is still the same as in
Eq. (2. 15) with g being the eZ radiative correction to the pion-
nucleon coupling constant iric.Iud in g the expected infrared divergent
factors. As for the non-analytic: threshold terms, we can simply
make use of the general expre ssion in Eq. (3. 5), with MO being
�
the lowe st order pion photoproduction amplitude. Since the initial
and final momenta of the nucleon are constrained in this scattering,
the calculation is considerably simplified when performed in the
laboratory system and with the transverse photon gauge. Evaluat-
ing the integrand by the Thomson theorem for the Compton amplitude
and by Eq. (2.15), we have
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-'-.a -1 e3 g wldwl -. -. -. -.e M (3) = ( i ) f f dnl � (o-el)(ele) x
( 2iT) 3 2 mZ 0 2 el
x{
a
-+ (1 + T3} [ Ta, T3] ] (3. 26)-t [ T , T3] (1 + T3} +Wi - W WI + w
which yield s the thr e shold contribution:





(-) In w T (I � 0 3�t'�) +O( w) +O( jJ. )m ( 3. 27)
The co l.n w term come s in two isospin channels. The term pro-
portional to Ta is one of the amplitude s for which F'ub i.ni , � al.
have given a PCAC low-energy theorem to order co ,
Our result shows that this term is structure-dependent when
radiative corrections are included, for the same reason as was
discussed in Subsection a for the wO term in bremsstrahlung
amplitudes. The independent isospin amplitude Ta 03a comes
about because the intermediate photon has an isovector part.
4. Compton Scattering
We begin the calculation by considering the amplitude for
the process PI +kl (el\)+kl(el )-'pz+kz(ez )+kl (el )'which
� v � p ,
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also serves to define the kinematics of the problem. The target
(p) is allowed to have arbitrary spin. As we shall see, O(e\J.)�lnw)
Compton low-energy theorem to be derived in this section is' spin-
independent. When all photons have small. energy, the leading
terms are associated with diagrams which can be obtained by mak-
ing all possible permutations of the four. photon lines in Fig. 13
Fig. 13. External line emission diagram
for the process, PI + ki + k ' ....
Pz + kz + k ';
We then tie the k ' lines together, and integrate (with the in­
tegration range: 0 < p�, 1 < 6,6 .... 0) to obtain the soft virtual
photon radiative correction to the low-energy Compton scatter-
ing amplitude (see Fig. 14, again we have included the "seagull"














( f) ( g)
( n ( k)
(m) ( n)
Fig. 140 Soft photon radiative correction to Compto_n
sc atre r ing , There are eleven more crossed
diagrams corre sponding to an exchange of kl
and kz in diagrams (a) to (k). The coritributions
of the crossed diagrams can be obtained by the
sub stitution kl A
� -kz A. •
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Just as for pion photoproduction, the actual computation is
greatly simiplified when it is performed in a special Lorentz
_.,.
frame (PI = 0) with a particular gauge (the Coulomb gauge) .
It is clear that graphs (1) (m) (n) , and (a) (b) (c) with
their cross graphs, give rise to the infrared divergence. By
Eq. (3012) and (3.14) [ the momentum transfer t = -2w1 Wz X
(1 - cos Q) vanishe s in the soft photon limit] .
2 w2 dw 1 (z)-.::.g_
-2- (1- cos Q) f -I-C3iT m w (
3. 28)
C(Z) is the lowest order Compton amplitude.
We will now concentrate on the evaluation, in graphs (c)
to (k), of the singular thre shold contributions from intermediate
soft photon states. For this, we can make direct use of Eq .. (30 5)
(4) IC = -
_.
f _dk' ("'" )LI el el
2 Wi el V p
C (2)(k . k ' I) C(2.)(k' I k)2 ,Pz, ,p \' ,p ;PI' 1
jJ.V P (\,
( 30 29)
where pI = PI + kl - k", The numerator is the product of two
physical e2. Compton amplitude s , To the order we are intere sted
in, we have
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_.. _.. -t>o _..
el A
= 2 e2. el e 1+ W S [ el , e I] + O( W 2.) ( 3. 30)
and
{_.. � _.. _.. _.. _..e � = 2 e 2. e 2. e 1 + (k1 e I) - (k1 e 2.) / m W 1
( 3. 31)
_.. _.. _.. -+
where W S e, el stands for possible spin-dependent terms. S[ @, el]
o
by itself is of order wand is odd under crossing. As we shall
see, none of these spin-dependent .factor s will contribute to the
final re sults with re spect to the radiative correction O( w2. lnw ).
Thus, in the laboratory system, with transverse gauge,








The only term we have to be careful with is the one proportional
- - --
to (el e ') (eZe ,) ; here we must keep the recoil term proportional
to (kl k ') in the denominator. Concentrating on the thre shold
contribution. of this te rm , we have
e4 w'dw'dD'
- -
I � -- - [ I +
w w ' - kl kl + ... ]
e' { (ele')( eze')(2rr)3 m WI - w' m( WI -(.U ')
e4
z
1 81T - - - WI In WI] + O( WZ) (3.33)= -3- ( el �z)[wilnw·-2 �
( 2'Tt) 3
m
For the second and the third terms in Eq. (3, 32) the re c.oil
factors can be dropped; after a simple computation, the result:
is
,... - --
( ez kJ)( el kz)
mZ
In w� ( 3. 34)
a
The spin-dependent terms will give a term of the order W 1 In c,u 1 •
When the contribution from the crossed graphs is added, .the
leading wI In WI term and the spin dependent terms are both
. I'
ca.nce Iedby the crossed te:r;ms. By Eqs. (3.28) (3.33) and
C(4)( 2. 26) is given to be,
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J Irico
l W 2 -+ -+ dec I }+(-) (l-cosG) (e].e2) f ---- +O(wZ)m WI (3.35)
The cross product of the e4 amplitude and the Thomson
amplitude give s ri se to the leading e 6 diffe rential
cross section,
2a a 2 w 2 3 2d cr( 6) = d 0 - (-) (-::7 [( cos 9 - 3 cos 9 - 3 cos 9 - 3) In w37T m m
d co ' 2
= (I = cos G) ( I + c o sf G) f -:;-r ] + O( w ) ( 3. 36)
This result agrees with the low-energy limits of the exact rela-
tivistic results calculated in perturbation theory by Corinaldesi
and Jost for spin-zero targets, and by Brown and Feynman for
47
electron targets.
With our approach the-- spin-independent nature of the re sults
48
in Eqs. ('3 •.J5.) and (3 •. 36) are understood and furthermore they
are shown to be exact in strong interactions.
Remark 1. One may ask why the e2 radiative correction
invalidates the w
0
bremsstrahlung low-energy theorem, but not
the w Compton theorem. The reason lie s es sentially in the
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special crossing properties of the Compton scattering. In
bremsstrahlung, the momenta of the initial and final charged
particle s are not correlated in the soft photon limit; on the other
hand, in Compton scattering we have the kinematic relation:
kl (PI -pz.) = ki kz• Accordingly, the leading w lnw term [see
Eq. (3. 33) ] is cancelled when the corre sponding contribution
from the crossed graphs is added. It can be understood in a




Remark 2. Recently a new low energy theorem is proved
by Dr. K. Y. Lin for the e4 Compton scattering: the entire w3lnw




We will now discuss very briefly the problem presented by
higher order radiative corrections and examine the possibilities of
deriving low energy theorems that are not only exact in strong
interactions but also in electromagnetism. In particular it would
80
be interesting to investigate the validity of the important Compton
theorems to all orders in e, to see whether it is possible to define
exact electromagnetic multipole moments � low energy Compton
s catte ring.
While we have only presented an explicit computation of the
e2 radiative corrections, the techniques used here allow, in
principle, the calculation of higher order correction terms. The
general procedure would be to cut all virtual photon lines in two and
then attach the resultant soft photon lines, real or virtual, to the
external particle legs in all possible permutations. Fig. 15 re-
presents such a graph for bremsstrahlung. To compute these pole
diagrams, we would follow the now -fa.mi la r rule: for each explicitly
displayed internal line write a free propagator with a pole at the
physical mass and for the amplitudes and vertices use only on-shell
q uant it ie s , /(f
Fig. 15. Pole diagram in bremsstrahlung.
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To obtain radiative corrections we would join the virtual
line s and extract the appropriate thre shold factor s in the in-
tegrations (using Eq. (3.4)). In other words, the soft photon
radiative corrections come from diagrams as exemplified by
Fig. 16. We note that it is not necessary, for the purpose of
computing the leading terms in soft photon radiative corrections,





Fig .. 16. Soft photon radiative correction
to brems st rah.lurig ,
Naturally it is reasonable that only external lines are
involved in the calculation of these soft photon radiative correct-
ion s , Physically this corre sponds to the fact that only the feature s
that are external to the major scattering event are of importance
in the low energy Limit , This is also the underlying reason for
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the structure independnet nature of the calculation.
It is well known that the infrared divergence may be summed
BN I'J
to all orders in e into an exponential factor: M = e M where M
is free of infrared divergences and B is the multiplicative factor
calculated in the eZ order. The non-analytic term (which is in
M�) in which we are intere sted , is essentially the next leading
term. Although the calculation will evidently be a form idab Ie
combinatorial prbblem ( since we have to join virtual lines in all
possible orders), it is conceivable that, with the procedure out-
lined here, that the leading non-analytic terms may be summed to
all orders, thus obtaining low energy theorems that are exact in e.
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APPENDIX
Eq , (3.5) offers us a general procedure for evaluating the
non-analytic threshold factors. Here we will derive it via the non ...
covariant Low equation. We shall, for definiteness, consider the
radiative corrections to the process Po +ro -+p + r + k discussed
in Sections II lb and III 3a. The vectorial amplitude (MA) is
related to the matrix element of the current ope rator s by:






-ir x + i r y -+ I ,
-+
e
0 < P T (j( x) J A (0) j ( y)) Po >
J
A
is the electromagnetic current operator and j's are the source
currents for the initial and final neutral particles. There may be,
in addition, equal-time commutator factors, which precisely compen-
sate the non ... covariant nature of the T -p roduct , Since we are
only interested in the singular threshold c ontr ibut ion s of soft
photon intermediate states, we can ignore these factors as they
are not singular in the limit w -+ O.
First, we write out the time-ordered product:
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T(j( x) J A (0) j(y)) = 9 (xo) Q( -Yo) j(x)J A (0) j( y)
(A.2)
It is not difficult to check that orrly the last four terms contain
amplitudes having energy denominators that may vanish in the
zero-frequency limit. Consider the contribution coming from the
third term in Eq. (A. 2) :
-ir x+ir y -+ -+ -+ -+� f dxdy e




where In > denotes a general on-( mass) -shell intermediate state
-+
with total three -momentum n and energy E . By translational
n




� f dx dye





The fourth term in Eq. (A. 2). may be written in a similar way,
and when it is combined with Eq. (A. 4) the re sult is:
-+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+
< P I J A I
n ><n, riM I Po , ro >
(A.5)
E - E - w
n
where
-+ -+ -+ -+ -irx -!O -+
< n , riM 'Po � r 0 > == - i f dx e [ G ( -Xc ) < n I j( 0) j( x) I Po >
-+ -+ i( E -E=w) x+ Q( Xo ) < n I j ( x) j ( 0) I, Po> e nO]
For singular terms, the off-shell effects in the numerator may
be neglected. Eq. (3.5) then c or r e spond s to the contribution
-+ -+ -+
by the state of a particle plus a soft photon, n = p '+k I and
-+ _1
E = EI + WI with EI = (pl2.+m2.) 2., to the sum in Eq. (A. 5).n
We note the following c or re sporidenc e s :
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_. _.
�:.fdp' d k ' �
e'n
2 E'(E' + w'-E -w) _ p'2. + m2.
_. _. _. _. _.l.. _.....L 0
< p 1 J \ I p r, k' (e') > - (21T) 2. ( 2w ') 2. NNe' C ( k, p; k r , p ')1\ p p' IJ. AIJ.
-
The contributions corre sponding to the fifth and sixth terms in
Eq. (A. 2) are just the crossed graphs.
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FOOTNOTES
1. We use the metric: PA =
factors:
-




= {( 21T)t- � �1 .�(Or)-t Ai Po
for bosons
for fermions.
2. Gauge invariance state s tha t the amplitude e M is notA A
changed unde r the sub stitution: e - e \ + Q' k .A I\. A
3. Since we are only interested in the low energy behavior of
the amplitude (to an accuracy of O( w ) ), it will be adequate
for our purpose to' write :�;
kA SA = O( w2 )
k R = O( (.1)2)A A
instead of Eq. (2.6) and (2.7) .
4. All the "graphs" we will draw in this paper have complete
vertices, 2:.� each graph will correspond to set of Feynman
diagrams reflecting that fact that we are taking strong inter-
actions to all orders. Accordingly, we will have various
form factors.
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. .A' A A A A
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